Advanced PD (Parkinson's disease) stimulation of the STN reduces tremor, rigidity, and bradykinesia. Essence of the promise, the most important step toward involving with DBS outcomes remains careful and right patient selection. Then, >30% of DBS failures can be attributed to the inappropriate indication for surgery.
DBS is in principle "reversible lesion" in the target nucleus and does not interfere with the use of other therapies. STN is the main target nucleus for DBS in PD. STN stimulation directly improves and reduces off time, thereby reducing dopaminergic medication requirements by approximately 50%; dyskinesias improve as a consequence.
MER
(Micro Electrode Recordings), macrostimulation and anatomic lead placement with MRI or other image guidance is benefited in order to place the electrode correctly.
Intraoperative stimulation is more widely accepted as a tool for use during surgery, the debate is between MER and other methods. Due to hemorrhagic complications the use of MER during DBS operation was still questioning for some of surgeons.
Potential risk of MER; major vascular injury, hemorrhage; likely due to use of multiple parallel trajectory to reach the target nucleus. Other factors are awake surgery and the long duration of the operation.
Application of the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) to MER data may be used for the decrease in the number of micro electrodes used for the surgery.
Therefore, a considerable discussion is currently ongoing with regard to the necessity for MER in DBS surgery.
The potential benefits of image guidance are: single-planned surgical targeting, shortening of surgical time and under general anesthesia. This approcah is very short time than MER. In addition; it should not be overlooked that intraoperative macro stimulation is important for clinical success. As a result of image guidance procedure; Less electrode transit is therefore less traumatic and postoperative side effect.
Variability in the position of the STN is important. For DBS; direct targeting, compared with indirect techniques; it may be more important to achieve the target.
